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A statistical decision hypothesis is outlined to account
for a progre ssive lengthening of judgments which occurs
when a series of reproductions of a time interval is made
without interpolation of a standard. Three experiments are
reported in which it is found that this serial effect can be
manipulated by hypothetical payoff conditions, that the
effect still occurs when subjects are told to count while
making their judgments, and that two successive judgments
are sufficient to demonstrate the effect if enough subjects
are used. The phenomenon is related to recent studies of
vigilance in which statistical decision theory has been
applied. It is suggested that serial reproductions of time
intervals may perhaps be a more sensitive index of the fac
tors underlying vigilance than the traditional measures in
volving long sessions with weak, sporadic signals.

When a series of reproductions of an interval of
time is made without interpolation of a standard,
the judgments progressively lengthen (Falk & Bindra,
1954). In an experiment by von sturmer (1966) Ss
made 20 successive reproductions of a 5 sec inter
val, and background stimulation was varied on
selected trials. On trials with constant background
reproductions got longer and longer, but when the
monotonous situation was interrupted by a flashing
light, or a bell, reproductions which were shorter
than those on preceding trials were observed. It was
argued that under monotonous conditions a decre
ment in vigilance for time-relevant cues occurred,
and failure to detect these cues reduced the amount
of time perceived to elapse during a given period.
Reproduced intervals therefore had to progressively
lengthen to match the remembered standard. Varia
tion in background conditions restored the S's level
of alertness and resulted in shorter reproductions.

Broadbent and Gregory (1963) have demonstrated
the usefulness of a statistical decision theory ap
proach to vigilance. A similar approach, appropriate
to the serial time estimation task, has been devised
as an alternative to von Sturmer's (1966) vigilance
and arousal hypothesis.

When a S makes a reproduction of a time interval
he cannot be absolutely certain when to end his judg
ment. Any decision he does make must involve some
degree of risk that the interval is too short or too
long. At the moment of the beginning of the repro
duction the probability that the judgment will be too
short if ended immediately will be 1.0. As time
elapses the probability that too little time has passed

must decline, while the probability that the interval
is too long is rising. Ideally the S should make his
decision to end the judgment when the probability
of the interval being too short is 0.5. However, he
will seldom, if ever, make identical judgments from
trial to trial. That is, the moment in objective time
when the subjective probability is 0.5 that the judg
ment is too short will vary from trial to trial. With
short standard intervals (5-10 sec), the range over
which any variation can occur, however, is restricted
at the lower end. It is not restricted, within prac
tical limits, at the upper end. Because the boundaries
within which the S makes a probabilistic decision
to terminate his judgment of a short interval are
thus unequally restricted, it follows that variations
above an earlier obtained value are more likely
than variations below it. A serial effect must occur.
Judgments will progressively increase in duration.

The above view suggested three experiments. Each
of these will be described and discussed in the order
in which they were performed.

EXPERIMENT 1
This was an exploratory experiment which set out

to examine the serial effect in time estimation when
Ss were instructed to end each judgment when the
probability was either greater or less than 0.5 that
the judgment would be too short.

Procedure
Blindfolded Ss were asked to tap a Morse key at

8 sec intervals, without counting. The key was linked
with a pen recorder which was run at 5 mm/sec
when judgments were being recorded. Two sets of
instructions were used. Under Set S (favoring shorter
judgments), Ss were told always to press the key
the moment there was the slightest possibility that
enough time had elapsed since the last tap. They
were never to risk their judgments being too long.
Under the second set of instructions, Set L (favor
ing longer estimates), Ss were asked to press the
key only when they were absolutely certain that
enough time had elapsed since the last tap. They
were never to run the risk that their judgments
would be too short. The standard interval was pre
sented, as the time between two clicks made by an
electronic timer, once before each set of judgments
under each experimental condition.

Fourteen Ss, seven men and seven women, were
used. Each made 50 judgments under each instruc-
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Table 1. Mean judged intervals (in sec.) for two instruction

conditions and results of Friedman's tests.

tion condition, half in the order SL and half in the
order LS. Assignment to orders was random. One
S was omitted because she could not complete the
experiment before an appointment. Judgments were
measured on on Trials I, 20, and 50 under each
condition.

Results
Mean estimates in seconds obtained under each

instruction condition on each of the recorded trials
are presented in Table 1.

A Friedman's test was applied to the ordered raw
data in each instruction category. The obtained values
of x~ and p are shown in Table 1 also.

Discussion
This experiment showed that steeper serial gains

are obtained when Ss are instructed to avoid the
risk of short judgments than when they are told to
avoid the risk of long judgments. However,although
these data are fairly clear, a second experiment
was designed with different instructions, as some
Ss had remarked that they were not sure what was
required of them.

each judgment was too short he would lose 50 dol
lars, and for every second by which each judgment
was too long he would lose 1 cent. Under the S con
dition (favoring shorter judgments) the payoff in
structions were reversed. The method of production
was used and blindfolds were worn. Twenty judgments
were recorded.

Twenty ss, 10 men and 10 women, were assigned
randomly but with equal sex distribution to the S or
L instruction conditions.

Discussion
This study confirmed the finding of the first ex

periment that the serial effect can be manipulated
by a hypothetical payoff-as would be expected in
statistical decision theory.

Results
The mean of the first 10 trials was compared

with the mean of the last 10 trials for each S. In
struction group means are recorded in Table 2.

To test the difference between serial effects under
the two conditions a gain score (sum of Trials 11-20
minus sum of trials 1-10) was calculated for each
S. A t test for unrelated samples was applied to
these scores in the two instruction groups (t = 2.07,
df= 18, p< .05). A one-tailed test was used as it
was, in fact, expected that the L group would show
the largest gain. Sign tests, also one-tailed, on the
direction of change from the first 10 trials to the
last 10 trials showed a significant number of L Ss
gave a serial effect (p= .011), but this was not so
for Ss in the S condition (p= .377).

px2
r

9.50 <.01
6.33 =.052
1.75 >.43
0.64 >.77
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22
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Instruction sltri 0 Is

L first
L second
5 fi rst
5 second

Table 2. Mean judgements (in sec) on first 10 and second 10 trials

in Experiment 2 under differing hypothetical payoff conditions.

Procedure
Each S was shown a vertical Une marked off in

units which did not divide evenly into an inch. The
E named each unit in turn and asked Whether the
line to that point was longer or shorter than three

EXPERIMENT 3
This experiment was concerned with changes in

the serial effect when a S was asked directly to make
his judgments in relation to a particular level of
confidence about their lengths. In addition, Ss were
also told to count silently at the rate of one per sec
(since the effect of counting was not mown), and an
attempt was made in the analysis to see how early
in a series of such judgments the effect would be
come reliably measurable.

EXPERIMENT 2
Procedure

The S was given a pencil and paper and told to
draw the shortest line which could possibly be 7 em,
Under this he was told to draw the longest line which
could possibly be 7 em, The second line was usually
longer than the first. The S was then told to draw
the line he would draw if he were given 100 dollars
for absolute accuracy, but would lose 50 dollars for
every centimeter it was too short and 1 cent for
every centimeter it was too long. These rules were
then reversed, and in all cases the first line was
longer than the second. It was explained to the S
that the line drawing exercise was simply to fa
miliarize him with optimal responses to differing
hypothetical payoff conditions and that these rules
would now be applied to a time estimation task.

In the time estimation task the S was required to
tap a Morse key at 10 sec> intervals without count
ing. Under the L condition (favoring longer judg
ments), the S was told to imagine he had been given
100 dollars. If he was completely accurate he could
keep the money. But for every second by which

Instruction s/tri al s

L
5

1 - 10

7.3
5.6

11-20

8.7
6.2

gain

1.4
0.6
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inches. The S was permitted to answer "certainly
shorter," "probably shorter," "probably longer,"
or "certainly longer." He was then shown where
he changed his judgments. The points which were
all judged shorter were bracketed. Then the probably
shorter and probably longer regions were bracketed
and finally, the region with no upper limit, which
was judged certainly longer, was also indicated.

Subjects in the S group were told that the experi
ment was concerned with the point marking the end
of the certainly shorter region. Subjects in the L
group were told that the experiment was concerned
with the point marking the beginning of the certainly
longer region. A third group of Ss, who were re
quired simply to make best estimates, were told
that the point with which the E was concerned was
the one in the middle of the uncertainty region at .
the changeover from probably shorter to probably
longer, I.e., the point where the probability that the
line was shorter than three inches was equal to the
probability that it was longer than three inches.
These Ss were members of the 50/50 group.

Subjects were then told that they were to apply
these principles to judgments of time in relation
to a standard interval. of 10 sec. Judgments were
made by tapping a Morse key linked to a pen re
corder as in earlier experiments. Subjects in the
L group tapped the key each time at the first moment
that was certainly longer than 10 sec; the Ss in the
S group tapped it at the last moment that was cer
tainly shorter than 10 sec; and 50/50 Ss tapped the
key at the moment of change from probably shorter
to probably longer. Subjects were asked to count
silently at the rate of l/sec, and wore blindfolds.
No standard was presented. Six Ss, three men and
three women, were assigned randomly to each group.
Ten judgments were recorded.

Results
In Table 3 are the means in seconds of the first

two judgments and of the first five and the last five
judgments in each group.

Scores from ·the three groups were pooled, and
judgments on Trials 1-5 were compared with those
on Trials 6-10 using a t test for related samples.
The tendency for later judgments to be longer than
earlier ones was significant with a two-tailed test

Table 3.

Means (in sec) of judgements obtained on Trials 1 and 2 and Trials

1-5 and 6-10 obtained under differing instructions in Experiment 3.

Trial Trial Trials Trials
1 2 1·5 6 - 10

Group L 9.8 11.5 11.3 12.6
Group SO/SO 8.5 9.8 10.1 10.7
Group 5 6.0 6.8 6.4 6.7
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(p < .05). Trials 1 and 2 were then compared in the
same way to see if the effect would be detectable
this early in the process. It was, at the p< .01 sig
nificance level. Serial gain scores were calculated in
each group as in the previous experiment, and these
were examined for evidence of differences in mag
nitude of the serial effect between different instruc
tion conditions. In the cases of both first vs second
judgments and first five vs second five judgments,
F tests failed to reach the .05 level of significance.

Discussion
The third study demonstrated that the effect was

reliably detectable when Ss were instructed to count
and when only the first two judgments in the series
were compared. Significantly different amounts of
gain were not obtained in the different treatment
groups although the data, with fewer Ss and fewer
trials, did show the same trends as were observed
in the first two studies.

GENERAL DISCUSSION
Together these three studies support the feasibility

of a statistical decision model for serial time esti
mation, although the particular hypothesis outlined
in the introduction may not be the most suitable.
It is certainly imprecise. The data do not conflict
with vigilance data except that the effect is mea
surable so early in the process. However, Mackworth
(1963) obtained a decrement in the proportion of
signals detected in a 6 min training period during
which 40 signals were presented visually; thus, it
may be that vigilance decrement usually has been
regarded as a long-term process simply because
the methods used in its investigation have presup
posed this.

McGrath and O'Hanlon (1967) have related sub
jective rates of time to concurrent performance on
a visual vigilance task. However, if time estimation
and visual signal detection are both regarded as
vigilance tasks, interpretation of the data they re
port is complicated by the possibility that the. two
tasks were concurrently in competition for basically
the same class of responses. If implicit payoff con
ditions led to the favoring of one task over the other,
and/or if some Ss were equally poor at both tasks,
the situation would be even more cryptic. However,
it is clear from their work that there is a relation
ship, if perhaps a complex one, between traditional
measures of vigilance and the perception of duration.

The general view, therefore, that identical pro
cesses may underlie vigilance decrement and the
serial effect in time estimation still seems tenable
and appropriate for further exploration.

Streicher and Brantley (1967) demonstrated a
serial effect with repeated drawing of lines from
memory, which is similar to the effect obtained
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when judgments of duration are serially reproduced.
The statistical decision hypothesis which is proposed
here can be further tested in this type of situation
if the range over which drawn lines may extend is
physically limited by experimentally nominated start
ing points and varied positioning of right-hand
margins. If the serial effect in line drawing were
then found to vary with payoff conditions and changes
in background alerting conditions, the notion of a sin
gle underlying process would be further strengthened.

The statistical decision approach described in the
introduction does not account for the alerting effect
obtained when background stimulation is varied on
selected trials in a serial time estimation task.
Neither, however, does this approach account for
the effects of varied background obtained in tra
ditional studies of vigilance (McGrath, 1963). Both
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arousal and decision theory approaches may have
to be retained for a complete account of these
phenomena.
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